
2023-2-20 01:05 AM (Mexico) Lunar New Year Event (59,6 > 29 < 27)

Derived 29           Primary 59                             Nuclear 27

䷜ ䷺ ䷚
 IMAGE

Wind over Ocean stirring up waves

JUDGMENT
Dissolution of thorny issues, sailing-journeying, avoiding bloodshed, going
deeper, exercising patient diplomacy achieved by connecting to inner core
principles versus buying into turmoil involving fixed ideologies and self-

serving money powers, though confrontations are inevitable at this point
(#29). Indeed, strong winds and storms fierce enough to sweep away rigid
structures or entire populations mired in stuck patterns, hence possibly

cleansing destruction. Possible naval action, floods and/or tsunamis.

Poem
World interconnecting

avoiding bloodshed
time to look deep within

stay in the sheltered valley
remain in the dark canyon

rest in the deep ocean 
let the cool, cold refresh and penetrate
disperse aggression and discursiveness

find silent depth in the heart
find balance in movement and stillness.
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YI TEXT
Hexagram #59 Ebb, Dispersion
Image and Symbol The image is to sail a boat with the current. The symbol is 
strong wind sweeping things away.  [Dao of I Ching Way to Divination by Jou Tsung Wa, 1985]

THE JUDGMENT DISPERSION. Success. The king approaches his temple. It furthers 
one to cross the great water. Perseverance furthers. 
THE IMAGE The wind drives over the water: The image of DISPERSION. Thus the
kings of old sacrificed to the Lord and built temples. [Wilhelm]

Changing Line #6
He dissolves his blood. Departing, keeping at a distance, going out, is without blame.
The idea of the dissolving of a man’s blood means the dispersion of that which might lead to bloodshed 
and wounds, i.e., avoidance of danger. But here the thought is not that a man avoids difficulties for 
himself alone, but rather that he rescues his kin—helps them to get away before danger comes, or to 
keep at a distance from an existing danger, or to find a way out of a danger that is already upon them. In 
this way he does what is right. [Wilhelm]
DERIVED HEXAGRAM #29: THE ABYSMAL
THE JUDGMENT The Abysmal repeated. If you are sincere, you have success in your heart, and 
whatever you do succeeds.
THE IMAGE Water flows on uninterruptedly and reaches its goal: The image of the Abysmal repeated.
Thus the superior man walks in lasting virtue and carries on the business of teaching. [Wilhelm]

Trigrams ( *Unbalanced)

Below/Inner WATER Dark, work, inside, deep, heart, core, danger
Above/Outer* WIND: Gentle, penetrating, spreading, step by step, patient

*Unbalanced: Discursive, ill-conceived, miscommunication
Above Derived WATER: Flow, inner core, heart, achieving goals, danger
Nuclear Below THUNDER Movement, initiative, shock, change
Baoti: Wind: Hesitation, ties not cut. Mutual communication and exchange ...

Nuclear Above MOUNTAIN Fruition, stillness, stopping, calm.
Baoti: Wind: ... without achievement. Missing forest for the trees.

Primary: Pervasive Wind over Deep Waters; 
Derived: Powerful Water over emotional Water; 
Nuclear: Stillness/Mountain over Movement/Thunder.

Heaven: Double Yang. Man: Double Yin. Earth: Young Yin.
Notes: Derived and Nuclear both symmetrical. Both baotis are unbalanced Wind 
as is Upper Trigram. This is a dominant theme this year, could be many storms 
blowing away fixed structures.
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EVENT METHOD CALCULATIONS using PLUM FLOWER MIND I CHING
 
1 -Chien; 2 - Tui; 3 — Li; 4 — Chen; 5 — Sun; 6 — Kan; 7 — Ken; 8 - Kun. 
1 Heaven; 2 Lake; 3 Fire; 4 Thunder 5 Wind; 6 Water; 7 Mntain; 8 Earth 

EVENT: Lunar New Year, Mexico-Veracruz 2023-2-20 @ 01:09 AM

Outer
Year:2023 /12 = 168  remainder 7
Month: February 2
Day: 20
Total 29/8 =3 remainder 5 =

5 =  Sun Wind-Wood
Inner

Year 7
Month 2
Day 20
Hour 1 (1.09)
Total = 30/8 = 3 remainder 6 =

6 = Kan Water

Changing Line
= 30/6 = 5 remainder = 0 = 6th line

Result:
59,6 Disperse changing to 29 Abysmal with Nuclear 27
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